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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Premier Supply Chain Services Provider Launches New Supply 

Management Recruiting Podcast Series 

Willow Grove, PA (July 24, 2015) - This month, leading procurement services consulting firm Source 

One Management Services, LLC expands its thought leadership footprint with the launch of a new series 

in the Source One Podcast Network: “Supply Management Recruiting Insider.” Featuring insights from 

the preeminent supply management staffing firm, MRA Global Sourcing, the recurring series provides a 

spotlight into trends and developments in staffing and recruiting for the procurement and strategic 

sourcing industry.  

As the trusted spend management advisor for dozens of industry-leading companies, Source One has its 

“ears on the ground” with decision-makers and executives managing spend across every category. As 

Source One VP of Operations, William Dorn, notes: “In recent years, the demand for qualified sourcing 

and procurement professionals has been higher than ever.  More and more companies are seeking 

innovative approaches to cost reduction, and that requires having access to the right talent pool, with core 

competencies in strategic sourcing and procurement best practices, as well as fostering collaboration 

across functions and departments.” 

The recurring series kicks off with MRA Global Sourcing’s Managing Partner Naseem Malik, and Search 

Consultants Nick Lazzara and Kaitlyn Krigbaum.  The team discusses the evolution of the supply 

management profession, how changing expectations impact hiring practices, and how both companies and 

candidates can best position themselves in their search.  Malik predicts that the candidate-driven market 

will continue to prevail as the demand for top procurement talent reaches new heights. “It’s the classic 

case of demand and supply and currently the market is at all-time high for Procurement talent.  This 

means good candidates have a lot of options and are able to exert their power when it comes to selecting 

their next employer,” Malik explains.   

Part 1 of the Supply Management Recruiting Insider series is now available on iTunes via the Source One 

Podcast Network..The video series will launch on Youtube.com/user/GetSavings. Subscribe to 

GetSavings on YouTube to get all the latest insights for talent management in the supply management 

profession. 
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About Source One 

Source One Management Services, LLC is a leading supply chain and procurement services consulting 

firm. Since 1992, Source One has provided a variety of spend management solutions including providing 

a variety of onsite and offsite staff augmentation options to supplement client resources to optimize 

performance and drive profitability.  For more information on Source One Management Services, visit us 

on the web at http://www.sourceoneinc.com/sourcing_services.html.  

 

About MRA Global 

MRA Global provides recruitment solutions, placing top talent in the supply management arena including 

procurement, strategic sourcing, and operations. MRA Global helps clients to successfully attract and 

grow top tier talent to execute tomorrow’s vision of effective supply management performance with 

substantial and measurable bottom line contributions. For more information on MRA Global Sourcing 

staffing services, visit www.MRAGS.com. 
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